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The special units and centers at
the central administration in

Qena
1-The Central Printery:-

Established 26/2/1995
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-52172037)096/1338
Fax 09652111279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Unit manager Mr. Abd El-Hakeem. T. Ahmed
Mobile 0161019010

**The objectives:-

- Presenting services to the university such as printing, covering and binding the required printouts.

**Major achievements:-

-Printing all university printouts for the colleges.

-Printing all what concerning the scientific conferences and other activities.

-Printing daily pamphlets and folders.

-------------------------------------
Side of the central printrey

One of the printing machines
2- Auto Service and Transportations Center:-

Established 26/2/1995
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-2517203)096/1332
Fax 0965211279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Mr. Mohamed Kamel M.
Mobile 0105872783

**Objectives:-

-Servicing the university and its colleges, contributing in executing the projects in addition to that maintaining and repairing doings.

**Major achievements:-

-Implementing the scientific and recreational trips for various colleges' students.

-Implementing all summer camps in different governorates for university students.

-Implementing all scientific conferences and medical convoys of university.

-------------------------------------
Auto service and transportation center buses
3- Environmental Researches and Applied Sciences
Center:-

Established 27/6/1995
Tel. / Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1271
Fax 0965211279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special unit
Center manager Prof. Dr. Sameh. A. Halawy
Mobile 0101227059

**Objectives:-**

-Raising the environmental awareness through the seminars and training courses.

-Encouraging the environmental researches and forming database that contributes in decision making.

-Organizing international or local scientific conferences that are relating to the center objectives.

-Coordinating and communicating with the public organizations in the fields of environment protection and applied sciences.

-Financing the projects of the researches and environmental programs.

**Major achievements:-**

-The center analyzed Nile water by the factory estuaries in Qena and Aswan.

-The center analyzed the building materials of new Qena city, Qena cement factory and Arab Contractors Company.
-The center analyzed water samples of engineering faculty at Al – Azhar University in Qena.

------------------------------------

One of the center laboratories
4-The Central Laboratory:-

Tel. /Txt.  (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1113
Fax  0965211279
Website  www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager  Dr/W. Farghaly. Sayed
Mobile  0104880012

**The objectives:-

-The central laboratory aims to serve researchers and university students in the following fields:-

1- Assisting in carrying out the researches that requires electronic microscope or the laboratory instruments.

2-Spreading the advanced technology of scientific instruments.

**The central laboratory instruments:-

-Transmission electronic microscope.
-Scanning electronic microscope (SEM).
-X-ray instrument for elements analysis.
-The analysis and chromatograph separation HPLC trademark KNAUER.
- Microscope by image analysis system trademark Leica.
-Centrifuge device with cooling.
-Ultrasonic bath.
- Microscope without camera trademark Zeiss.
-Acidity measure devices.
-Water deionizer.
**Major achievements:-

- Examining and analyzing the samples by the laboratory scientific instruments for researchers at faculties.

- Chemical and biological analysis of drinking water, sewages and industrial wastes.

- Organizing training courses for the researchers inside university and the persons who interested in scientific research outside the university.

----------------------------------
Side of the central laboratory

X-ray instrument
5-Fitness Center:-

Established  29/5/2000
Tel. /Txt.  (5211281-5211273-5217203)/096
Fax  0965212011
Website  www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager  Dr/E. Abo El Kasem M.
Mobile  0162548584

**Objectives:-
*Providing the following services:

- Physiotherapy and weight losing.
- Qualifying sportive teams from both physical and psychological sides.
- Preparing the sportive staffs in different fields.
- Organizing sportive courses for various sportive activities.
- Qualifying Students to join the faculties that require professional and physical tests.

**Major achievements:-

- Qualifying many of the sportive injuries.
- Training the special needs students on weightlifting game.
- Performing sportive competitions of some faculties of physical education.

-----------------------------------
6-Internet Center:-

Established 31/3/2002
Tel./Tlx. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1601
Tel./Fax 0965211276
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr/Taha. M. Amroon
Mobile 0106768496

**Objectives:-

-Making researches, scientific consultations and referential services on the level of the Egyptian Universities.

-Organizing seminars and training courses in the fields of libraries and information systems.

-Assisting teaching staff members and the researchers in making and using databases.

-Providing cultural and scientific cooperation links for teaching staff members inside and outside university.

-Facilitating communication and information transfer among university administrations, colleges and subordinated centers.

**Major achievements:-

-Training teaching staff members and the university workers on using information technology.

-Expanding the infrastructure of website and linking the university web with supreme council of universities.

-Granting ICDL to all categories inside and outside university.
- Transmitting the important events of university through the university website.

- Providing internet services for the laboratories for coordination-mail.

- Providing internet access for all workers inside campus.

--------------------------------------

One of the internet halls
**7-Moubarak Center for Consultation and Training:-**

Established   29/3/2004  
Tel. /Txt.     (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/11243  
Tel. /Fax      0965224542  
Website        www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr/G. M. Kamal Eldien  
Mobile         0164267543

**Objectives:-**

-Raising the competitiveness of small projects.

-Increasing the awareness of small and infinitesimal projects' importance and role.

-Encouraging the related researches with small and infinitesimal projects.

-Financing the related projects with researches and the related programs with small projects.

**Major achievements:-**

-The center executed a unique attempt to support the competitiveness of the commercial activities of the private sector by setting up the first exhibition of its kind for the private sector activities inside South Valley University.

-The center provided services for many factories to raise its competitiveness especially in the environment field including Quos sugar factory.
-The center executed success attempts of bio agricultures for export in cooperation with the private sector including: Kidney Bean cultivation-Hibiscus cultivation- Grape cultivation.

-Training number of the students through pathways to higher education project in the project of development of thinking and managerial skills.

--------------------------------------
A training course at Mubarak center
8-Quality Assurance and Accreditation Center:-

Established: 29/3/2005
Tel. /Fax: 0965226590 / 096522454
Website: www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager: Dr/Ahmed Akawy Abd El Aziz
Mobile: 0103708937

**Objectives:-

- Supporting the quality assurance and accreditation process according to the requirements of education development process inside university.

- Assisting the colleges in creating specific systems to each one to confirm the internal quality.

- Working on improving capacity-building and training the staffs on quality assurance either on the university level or on the level of each college.

**Major achievements:-

- Organizing the conference of the referential national standards for academic programs.

- Organizing twelve awareness seminars about the importance of the quality of the educational process and its role in raising the administrative and academic level. The seminars included the teaching staff members, workers and the academic and administrative leaderships.

- The center took part in preparing the quality assurance strategy at the university.
- The center took part in preparing Five-Year plan at the university.

---------------------------------------

Part of a workshop at quality assurance and accreditation center at university attended by the president and vice-president for community service sector
9-Faculty and Leadership Development Project Center:-

Established 23/5/2005
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1534
Tel. /Fax 0965224542
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Prof. Dr .Hefny. E. Mohamed
Mobile 0102835480

**Objectives:-

-The center aims to make a strategic plan limiting and including objectives and programs and aims to develop the educational and research process through the following suggestions:-

-Setting training and continuous Training and rehabilitation programs for workers.

-Setting the professional development program for teaching staff members in the fields of development of the curriculum, teaching methods and examination.

-Preparing the scientific feasibility studies for establishing the academic institutions.

-Presenting the economic, technical and scientific consultancy for all educational services.

**Major achievements:-

-Implementing about 267 training workshops.
- Training about 6503 one in 271 training workshops since the project beginning in September 2004 until September 2007.

- Preparation and professional development course for the teachers of pilot and language schools in the following specialties: Mathematics-Science-English from 21/7/2007 to 7/8/2007.

- Course of the educational qualification for primary education teachers.

A workshop at one of the leadership development project center halls
10-Information and Communication Technology
Training Center (ICTC):-

Established 25/3/2006
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1256
Tel. /Fax 0965224542
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. Hussein. M. Abd El-Basset
Mobile 0105224067

**Objectives:-

-Training teaching staff members at the university, also at high and medium institutions and at technological colleges on the skills of information and communication technology.

-Training the workers in both the private and public sector on the skills of information and communication technology.

-Training the students and the civil society members on the skills of information and communication technology.

**Major achievements:-

-Training about 1750 one of teaching staff members and the workers through ICTP project in Qena, Aswan and Luxor until 31/12/2007.

-Training about 1007 students during the Egyptian education initiative.

-Preparing about 500 training courses through ICTP project.
-Preparing about 700 training courses during the Egyptian education initiative EEI for the teaching staff members, workers and the students.

A group of students in a course at Information and Communication Technology Training Center
11-Productive Environmental Services Center:

Established 30/10/2006
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1320
Tel. /Fax 0965211279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr/W. Farghaly Sayed
Mobile 0104880012

**Objectives:-

-Cleaning the university, recycling wastes and marketing the products.

-The complementary industries such as oil squeezer and data storage and sale.

-Afforestation the desert lands at the university.

**Major achievements: -

-The university drilled a well near teaching staff members club.

-Expanding the area of farmland at university by renewing and displacing the dripping net on about 6 acres.

-Making seats and tables for the students around the hostels at the university.

-Making a dripping net and planting around five acres tomatoes and eggplant.

--------------------------------------
Some of the Productive Environmental Services Center products
12-The Olympic Village:-

Established 28/5/2007
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1108
Tel. /Fax 0965212012 / 0965212011
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Mr. M. Khaled Ali
Mobile 0106022279

**The objectives:-

-Organizing the international and local competitions the level of the university, clubs and different organizations.

-Advancing of physical education and presenting educational services.

-Expand the physical activity practice for the students and the community.

- Raising the efficiency of body vital organs by practicing the physical activity.

**Major achievements:-

-Preparing capacity tests of students' acceptance at physical education colleges at indoor halls.

-Organizing football Ramadan sessions by the public administration of students and colleges.

-Organizing the 3rd Arab session for football quintets in November 2007 at indoor halls.
-Organizing all the sportive activities of the university hotels youth week events at the Olympic village from 2/2/2008 to 7/2/2008 in mourning and evening.

--------------------------------------

The indoor hall
Night activity on one of the open playgrounds

One of the open playgrounds at the Olympic village
13- Agricultural Researches and Experiments Centers:-

Established 26/11/2007
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1697
Tel. /Fax 0965211835
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr/Mahmoud A. Ali
Mobile 0101039556

**Objectives:-

- Reconstructing and cultivating the desert lands of South Valley University with trees, crops, plants and animals.

- Implementing the complementary industrial projects for production whether agricultural or animal projects for manufacturing and marketing within the available possibilities.

**Major achievements:-

*1:- Milk production unit:
   - It located at faculty of agriculture.
   - Department of food industry and diary.
   - The services: great exploiting of milk by producing margarine, butter, cream, full-fat cheese, yogurt, rice with milk and bileela.

*2:- Mushrooms production unit:
   - It located in faculty of agriculture, agricultural researches center.
   - The department of agricultural plants.
   - The services: producing mushrooms especially molluscous type also there is an attempt to produce the second type Ajarix.
*3:- Model unit for apiarian products:
-It located in the agricultural researches center.
-The services: producing bee honey, increasing the apiary size, producing the royal food, producing honey poison and producing bee queens for sale.

One of the Apiaries
4: Field crops farm:
- It located in the agricultural researches center.
- The department of field crops.
- The planted crops in winter:
  - 70 acres wheat, 40 acres hegazi alfafa, one acre beans.
- The planted crops in summer:
  - Planting: millet, peanuts and corn.
- The services:
  - Selling wheat grains to the university staff and Qena residents.
  - Supplying the animal production farm with green feed, straw of wheat and hegazi alfafa.
  - Selling the green beans to the university staff.

5: Biofertilizer unit:
- It located in faculty of agriculture.
- The department of lands and water.
- The services:
  - Producing the bio-fertilizer through producing the solvent bacteria of phosphorus.
  - Producing radical nodes which aid to raise the productivity and soil fertility.

6: Organic farm:
- It located in the agricultural researches center.
- The department of lands and water.
- The services:
  - Planting a various crops without chemicals and selling these crops to the university staff and areas around university.
7:- Vegetable farm:
- It located in the agricultural researches center.
- The department of orchards.
- The services:

*Producing various vegetable crops and selling to the university staff and the residents such as: tomatoes, tomato seedlings, zucchini, option, onion, drew and other.

8:- Fruit farm:
- It located in the agricultural researches center.
- The department of orchards.
- The services:

*Producing various fruit crops such as: grape, olive, mussel, guava, pomegranate and figs.

Part of the university farm
9: **Poultry ward:**
   - It located in the agricultural researches center.
   - The department of poultry and animal production.
   - The services:

   * A ward for egg production includes 5000 pullets.
   * Two wards for fattening each one includes 5000 pullets in addition to the rabbit warm.

![One of the poultry ward](image)
10:-Animal production:
-The services:-

*There are 160 large and small buffalo.
*Producing milk for university staff and residents.
*Producing manure to university farms.
*Supplying the milk unit with needed milk.

11:-Sheep:
-It is located in the agricultural researches center.
-The department of animal production and poultry.
-The services:-

*Breeding high qualified rams for El Adha Eid.

12:-The ornament:
-It is located in the agricultural researches center.
-The department of orchards.
-The services:-

*Producing various ornamental plants and afforestation in addition to medical and aromatic plants.

One of the greenhouses
14-Public Service Center of Language Research:-

Established 26/11/2007
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1416
Tel. /Fax 0965211269
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Prof. Dr. M. Abo Elfadl Badran
Mobile 0125426348

*Objectives:*

- Preparing, supervising and evaluating language programs prepared by the center for both bachelor students and graduate students either inside or outside university campus.

- Preparing special programs for raising the level of language taught for the assistant lecturers and demonstrators at all faculties.

- Preparing special programs for faculty staff members and their assistants who are interesting in developing their linguistic skills.

- Teaching TOEFL courses and preparing exams for all graduate students either inside or outside university.

- Organizing seminars and scientific conferences of languages at university campus.

- Cultural exchange between centers, language centers, research institutions and universities of language affairs and cultures.

- The center also develops training programs for writing reports, thesis and researches of languages at the center.
-Linguistic revision of the scientific researches which are written in the languages taught at the center to be published.

-Translating official documents such as contracts, certificates…etc.

*Major achievements:-

1-English unit:-

-Organizing skill development courses for 40 trainees of Petrol Company, 142 trainees of Aluminum Company and more than 100 students of alumni.

-Translating and documenting the certificates.

2-Arabic unit:-

-Preparing training courses for Arabic teaching and sensing Arabic poetry.

3-Spanish unit:-

-The center prepared three training courses for teaching Spanish language.
One of the Public Service Center of Language Research Halls
15-Production Workshop Unit:-

Established 26/11/2007
Tel. /Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1694
Tel. /Fax 0965211279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Mr. Esam Abd El-Reheem Mohamed
Mobile 0182272202

*Objectives:-

- Contributing in supplying the faculties with what they need from the unit specialties.

- Achieving productive engineering works for other.

*Major achievements:-

- Achieving many of carpentry works that served the university since production unit foundation.
Part of the carpentry workshop
16-Mubarak Hall for Major Conferences:-

Established 22/2/2008
Tel./Txt. (5211281-5211273-5217203)096/1640
Tel./Fax 0965211279
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Mr. A. Abd Elrejal Hasan
Mobile 0182272202

*Objectives:--

- Organizing local and international conferences at all universities and various institutions.

- Offering educational services.

- Preparing halls for theses discussion.

*Major achievements:--

- Organizing the following conferences and meetings at the hall:-
  1-The 1st and 2nd conference for recent environmental problems and social sharement.

  2-Meeting Prof. Dr. El Awkaf minister with imams in Qena.

  3-Many of poetical seminars of Mr. Abd El-Rahman El-Abnody.

  4-"Qena through ages conference" (October 2008).
Mubarak hall for conferences

One of the conferences at Mubarak hall

Small hall attached to Mubarak hall
17-University Guesthouses:-

Established 29/7/2008
Tel. /Fax 0965211279\0965227411
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Mr. Hasan Youssef Abd El Razek
Mobile 0101276468

*Objectives:-

- Receiving guests at university campus.

- Preparing necessary arrangements for conferences through processing the residence and subsistence.

- Hosting and providing all services for conference participants, visitors and guests at the university hotel.
One of the university guesthouses rooms

Side of the drawing-room at university guesthouse
18-Community Service and Environment Development Center:-

Established 30/6/2008
Tel. /Fax 0965216487 / 0965217210
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Vice-president for community service affairs

*Objectives:-

-Preparing the studies and consultations and organizing seminars and conferences.

-The center publishes a refereed scientific journal for environmental researches.

*The center consists of four specialized subunits:-

1- Medical studies and researches center.

2- Environmental impact assessment of projects and researches unit.

3-Natur reserves studies and researches unit.

4-Special needs care unit.

--------------------------------------
The special units and centers at the central management in Aswan
1-Environment Studies and Development Center:-

Established 27/6/1995
Tel. /Fax 0973480448 / 0973481550
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. Abd El Aziz Tantawy
Mobile 0127314271

*Objectives:-

-Determining environment problems especially in Aswan to know how we can solve them.

-Encouraging making the multidisciplinary applied and scientific researches and forming research teams for discussing them.

-Encouraging dwelling in the desert and establishing stations and making advanced researches inside desert.

*Major achievements:-

-Forming international team of multidisciplinary scientists for studying the dry environments and applying their experiences on large scale.

-Making a guidebook for natural resources protection and management, Flora, wildlife and renewable resources of energy.

-Establishing experimental farm at Elaqlany valley for planting desert plants that features with high economic value especially the medical plants.
Some researchers at Elaqlany valley attached to Environment Studies and Development unit
2-Natural Hazards Studies Unit:-

Established 29/7/2008
Tel. /Fax 0973480450 / 0973480447
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Unit manager Dr. Kamal Abo El Majd
Mobile 0127314271

*Objectives:-

- Contributing in identifying the natural hazards such as earthquakes, torrents, drought, desertification, sand dune encroachment on urbanism areas, silting in the High Dam Lake and sandstorms to find the appropriate solutions.

- Establishing required databases for reducing the destructive effects of natural hazards and benefiting from possible positive effects on the other hand.

- Preparing the academic, applied, consulting, training and media studies in the unit field.

---------------------------------------
The special units and centers at faculties in Qena
**Centers of faculty of Arts**

Faculty of arts at Qena
I- Public Opinion Research Center:-

Established: 28/5/2007
Tel./Txt.: 0965211281 / 1459
Tel./Fax: 0965211269
Website: www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager: Dr. Abd El Aziz Elsayed
Mobile: 0101584361

**Objectives:-

- Exploring and discussing the trends of public opinion at Upper Egypt about topics or specific issues for needs meeting, and making researches and continuing studies to measure the public opinion trends of main issues and.

- Carrying out scientific publishing and advice to the various sectors and agencies in Upper Egypt to develop the methods of study and measurement of public opinion.

- Cooperating with the universities, institutes, scientific bodies and research centers in the world to benefit from the information and advanced methods in the study of public opinion and facilitate their transfer to the Egyptian Environment.

- Organizing conferences and holding seminars, workshops and meetings.

- Issuing a weekly newspaper published bi-monthly or monthly for developing the journalistic skills of students of the Faculty of Arts in general and especially the media department which contributes to the development of scientific skills of the graduates of media department.
-Issuing a scientific journal concerned with publishing the researches and media studies in the field of measuring public opinion.
**2-Center of Studies and Women Research and Media:-**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Established</th>
<th>28/5/2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tel. /Txt.</td>
<td>0965211281 / 1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel. / Fax</td>
<td>0965211269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td><a href="http://www.svu.edu.eg/community/special">www.svu.edu.eg/community/special</a> units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center manager</td>
<td>Dr.Hala Kamal Nofel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>0105779827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Objectives:-**

1-Promoting press and media research which are dealing with woman's relationship with media and the effect of media on women's status and roles in Egyptian society in general and especially in Upper Egypt.

2-Promoting the professional and cultural level of informatics and journalists through the continuous rehabilitation and training.

3-Studying and identifying communicative and media needs of Upper Egyptian women in rural and urban to help them find alternative communication models that rely on community participation and commensurate with the nature of the traditional roles played by women in the South Upper.

*Major achievements:-*

- Holding the training course for media department students entitled by "woman, media and development" with cooperation with the Center for Study and Research on Women and Media at faculty of media in Cairo University.

- Holding five workshops about "How and art editor of the magazine".
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- Holding eight workshops about "How and development and the art of journalistic editing.

- Holding a seminar about women role in developing small projects.

- Holding a seminar about "Awareness of the problem of population".
3-Center of Research and Social Studies:-

Established 23/5/2005  
Tel. /Txt.. 0965211281/1415  
Tel. / Fax 0965211269  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr.El-Sayed Awad Ali  
Mobile 0101991715

**Objectives:-**

-Making researches and social studies that related with the Egyptian society in order to identify the social phenomena in different fields and analysis them, to face them and deal with.

-Making researches and academic studies for deepening the areas of specialization.

-Holding the training courses and seminars to raise the scientific, technical and professional efficiency of the workers in the fields of social work.

-Holding seminars and discussion, scientific conferences and symposiums to confirm the scientific communication between researchers, specialists and workers in different areas of the center's activities.

- Providing the scientific and professional advice for social work institutions in the community.

-Issuing a periodic scientific journal to publish what is innovated of researches in the fields of sociology.
*Major achievements:-

- Implementing the program of raising the efficiency of social workers in the Ministry of Social Solidarity.

- Implementing awareness program with the damages of smoking and drugs for university and institutions students with communication of The Egyptian Red Crescent.

- Taking part in the scientific exploration journey of areas of Halaib and Shalatin and Abu Rmad.

- Taking part in the 1st environmental week at South Valley University.

- Refereeing the social researches in university hostels youth week of Egyptian universities at South Valley University.

- Participating in the Orphan Day celebration.

-------------------------------------------
4-Public Service Center of Islamic Studies and Research:-

Established 26/11/2007
Tel. /Txt.. 0965211281/1461
Tel. / Fax 0965211269
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. Ibraheem Rashad Mohamed
Mobile 0123894018

**Objectives:-

- Making studies and research in the Islamic scientific fields to identify the aspects of Islamic thought civilization and systems and compare them with Western ideas and systems.

- Reviving Islamic heritage and working on publishing it in accordance with modern scientific methods.

- Issuing a refereed scientific journal for Islamic studies, traditional and contemporary, and research.

- Holding general scientific conference about some contemporary issues.

- Providing services to governmental institutions and others in the field of Islamic Studies.

- Organizing lectures, courses and monthly seminars in the field of Islamic sciences and contemporary issues and to answer the emergent problems.
*Major achievements:-*

- Organizing a course in Quran intonation attended by 30 students of all the faculties of the University.

- Organizing a course in Jurisprudence attended by 20 students.

- Organizing religious seminar on the occasion of Prophet's Birthday titled with "Miracle congenital Mohammed peace be upon him and follow his example".

- Holding seminars about some contemporary issues with the students of faculty of arts about:
  1. Woman position in Islam.
  3. Some of the problems experienced by youth.
  4. The difference between the secret marriage and the customary marriage.

-----------------------------------------
5- Intangible Cultural Heritage Center:-

Established 2008  
Tel. /Txt. 0965211281  
Tel. / Fax 0965211269  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr. Farag Kadry Khoderi  
Mobile 0125274597

**Objectives:-**

- Collecting material and spiritual heritage of the southern community.

- Classifying, archiving and preserving the heritage items that are collected.

- Promoting of the folkloric, anthropological research and alanthojravep that serve the southern community.

- Exchanging of experiences and knowledge between the specialized science centers and departments in the corresponding areas to the concerns of the Center.

- Cooperating with government institutions and civil society institutions involved in the study of heritage and its conservation.
**Centers of faculty of science**

The administrative building of faculty of science at Qena
1-Geological and Geophysical Consultations Office :-

Established 15/5/1994
Tel. /Txt.. 0965211281 /1360
Tel. / Fax 0965213383
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. /Mohamed Askalany
Mobile 0125269192

**Objectives:-**

-Executing consultancy, studies, and services in various geosciences' fields especially in geophysical field and searching for groundwater.

-Executing technical studies for geological and geophysical projects and feasibility studies and its reports.

**Major achievements:-**

-Searching for groundwater in the reclaimed desert areas in Qena.

-Searching for natural resources and minerals such as rocks of marble and granite and glass sands.

-Executing many environmental studies and solving many environmental problems such as digging, filling and pollution like in Red Sea and Nile River.

-Searching for a sanitary landfill for garbage in Qena
Faculty of specific education at Qena

**Faculty of Specific Education Productive Unit at Qena**

Established 27/9/2004  
Tel. /Txt. 0965211281 / 1678  
Tel. / Fax 0965211208  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr. /Mustafa Ahmed Ali  
Mobile 0101141008

**Objectives:-**

-Producing and selling special meals for students and community.

-Marketing the unit products for community.

-Providing training services and specialized technical consultancy.
- The preparation for conferences and specialized artistic exhibitions inside and outside university.

**Major achievements:-

- Organizing computer courses for students outside university.
- Establishing an exhibition for specific education.
**Faculty of Commerce Unit of Statistical and Commercial Laboratory at **

 Established 28/5/2007
Tel. /Txt.. 0965211281 / 1510
Tel. / Fax 0965211208
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. / Moubarak Tohamy Mustafa
Mobile 0101141008

**Objectives:-**

*Presenting services to students, researchers and teaching staff members in the following fields:-*

- Organizing specialized courses of commercial and accounting fields and computer sciences.

- Printing and copying the scientific materials of teaching staff members for students.

- Contributing in learning and training community members on using modern technical methods to raise the productive efficiency in all fields.

**Major achievements:-**

- Organizing training courses of various commercial fields.

- Organizing training courses of how to use computer in various commercial fields.

- Copying papers at a low price.
Faculty of medicine

* Faculty of Medicine Public Service Center of Service Improving in University Hospital **

Established 28/5/2007  
Tel. /Txt.. 0965211281 / 1185  
Tel. / Fax 0965226432  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr. /Abd El Rahman Abd El Hameed Elsayed  
Mobile 0101141008

**Objectives:-

-Providing health care for citizens to make it within the reach of the all.

-Raising and providing the health care service level of university hospitals in Qena.
**Faculty of Education Psychological, Professional and Educational Development Center**

Established 30/6/2008
Tel. / Fax 0965217209
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units

**Objectives:-**

-Presenting the educational learning and organizing courses and studies.

-----------------------------
**Faculty of Engineering Public Service Center of Studies and Engineering Consulting**

Established 30/6/2008  
Tel. / Fax 0965330248  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units

**Objectives:-**

-Assisting the university in learning and training students or in the field of researches and consultations.

-Providing the productive activity with scientific methods which lead to develop and innovate new methods.

-Contributing in training community members on using the new technical scientific methods and raising their productive efficiency in all fields.

-Making feasibility studies for projects.
The special units and centers at colleges in Aswan
**Faculty of engineering Centers**

1-Studies and Engineering Consultations Center:-

Established 23/6/1997
Tel. / Fax 0974661406
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. /Mahmoud Abd El Hameed Moawad
Mobile 0111777458

**Objectives:-**

- Carrying out researches and applied studies to raise and develop the production efficiency.

- Carrying out studies and providing various geometric consultations.

- Conducting specialized engineering training programs.
-Organizing seminars and local or international conferences.

**Major achievements:-

- Making designs and drawings for university buildings in Qena and its branches in Sohag and Aswan.
- Providing engineering consultancy to different bodies, government intendances and public sector.

- Supervising on the development process at Aswan hospital.

-----------------------------

2-Public Service Center of Scientific Affairs:-

Established 23/6/1997
Tel. / Fax 0974661406
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager Dr. /Abd El Mijeed Mohamed Ali
Mobile 0186988797

**Objectives:-

- Copying researches, books, lectures ...etc

- Printing graduation projects, master's and doctorate degrees, and researches of teaching staff members by computer or electric typewriter.

- Covering identity cards folders with a plastic cover.

- Drawing curves by computer or manually.
**Major achievements:-

-Printing faculty prints and copying books for students.
3-Public Service Center for Production:-

Established  23/6/1997
Tel. / Fax  0974661406
Website  www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager  Dr. / Mohamed Ali Khaleel
Mobile  0126383349

**Objectives:-**

- **Supplying the center and the colleges with its needs which are within the specialties of the center.**

- **Doing the engineering productive works to others.**

- **Providing services for educational process of the college.**

**Major achievements:-**

- **Making furniture for the university and its branches and also for the outside community.**

-----------------------------------------------
**Faculty of education centers**

Faculty of education at Aswan
## 1-Training and Psychological Counseling Unit:-

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Established</td>
<td>25/12/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel. / Fax</td>
<td>0972252169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>[<a href="http://www.svu.edu.eg/community/special">www.svu.edu.eg/community/special</a> units](<a href="http://www.svu.edu.eg/community/special">http://www.svu.edu.eg/community/special</a> units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center manager</td>
<td>Dr. / Medhat El Taf Abbas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>0121681151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Objectives:-**

- Planning and implementing the training performance improvement programs.

- Providing the educational and psychological consultancy to improve the performance achieving the quality.

- Planning and implementing awareness programs in the field of quality and accreditation and psychological programs for various society classes.

**Major achievements:-**

- Organizing training course at the comprehensive center of social rehabilitation about the training on autism measure of children.

------------------------------------------
2-Adult-Teaching Center:-

Established 25/12/2006  
Tel. / Fax 0972252169  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr. / Abd El Hay Mohamed Ali  
Mobile 0103376057

**Objectives:-**

-Implementing the researches and studies that solve the illiteracy problem in Aswan.

-Training the staffs and qualifying them to work in the field of literacy and adults' teaching.

-Contributing in developing the curriculums taught for adults.

-Providing the technical advice for concerned institutions in the field of literacy and adults' teaching.

-Providing different educational and training services for adults.

**Major achievements:-**

-A prepared training unit with the training program, learning sources and evaluation means.

-About 100 trained graduates of faculty of education on adult teaching in literacy classes.

-About 500 illiterates in Aswan of different regions from 15 to 45 years old became literate.
**Objectives:**

- Focusing on some novice teacher student concerns and supporting him with some instructions that make him avoid and overcome these concerns.

- Permitting for training the teacher student on various teaching efficiencies.

- Providing an appropriate field for teaching process assimilation and its steps and ways.

- Helping the teacher student to discover and develop his abilities in teaching.
**Unit of Laboratories, Training and Engineering Consultations (High Institute of Energy) **

High institute of energy

Established  1/7/2006
Tel. / Fax  097/3481234
Website  www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
Center manager  Dr. / Jaber Shabeeb Salman
Mobile  0123231266

**Objectives:-

-Making researches in the energy fields according to the priority.

-Preparing information center and database of energy.

-Providing engineering education programs.

-Using electronics technology, microprocessor and computers in industrial processes including product lines and machines.

-Spreading the awareness of innovation importance inside the college and subjective capacity development.
- Preparing training courses for faculty of engineering graduates to develop their skills.

- Preparing feasibility studies for projects of youth engineers.

- Supporting links and co-operation with the other interested organizations in employing and providing suitable jobs for graduates to reduce unemployment.

- Cooperating with manufacturing institutions in making technical studies and applied researches.

**Major achievements:-**

- Implementing many of laboratory analysis and the related technical consultancy with samples of community and environment service.

- Repairing and operating university air conditions in Aswan.

- Repairing and operating the central of high institute of energy in Aswan.

--------------------------------------
**Center of Developing the Social Specialists' skills and capacities:-**

**Faculty of social work**

**Established** 28/5/2007  
**Tel. / Fax** 0973480690  
**Website** [www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units](http://www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units)  
**Center manager** Dr. / Kawthar Ahmed Qenawy  
**Mobile** 0102862294

**Objectives:-**

- Training social counselors on the scholastic field at all schools.

- Training social counselors on the medical field.

- Training social counselors of social solidarity manage rates and special needs associations, childhood and family, community development and social care associations.

- Training social counselors of the touristy and industrial fields.

- Implementing the studies and researches for many organizations and providing all vocational consultancies.
**Major achievements:-**

- Holding and implementing 13 training courses for social counselors and social units' heads of social solidarity manage rate in Aswan to raise their professional efficiency level in the field of social work.

- Granting 379 social counselors, who attended the training courses, the estimate certificates.
**Language and Translation Center**  
**Faculty of Arts**

Faculty of arts in Aswan

Established: 2001 and reopened 2007  
Tel. / Fax: 097 / 3481534  
Website: www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager: Dr. / Adel Mohamed Abd El-samee  
Mobile: 0167311177

**Objectives:-**

- Teaching English training courses.

- Organizing training courses for various foreign languages and translation.

- Organizing meetings, seminars, and scientific conferences in the center fields on the national and international levels.

- Publishing scientific journal of the center.
**Major achievements:-

- Implementing many of English various training courses.
- Translating some of legal memorandum of international referees.
**Fine Arts Center of Technical and Engineering Consultations**  
**Faculty of Fine Arts (Luxor)**

Established 30/12/1996  
Tel. / Fax 0952379623: 0952377783  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Prof. Dr. / Mohamed Ahmed Oraby  
Mobile 0109183973

**Objectives:**

- Contributing in implementing the university plane for education, training, scientific researches and community development.

- Organizing training courses and private studies for community and environment service.

**Major achievements:**

- Developing and beautifying the cities of Qena, Sohag, Luxor and Hurghada.

- Organizing training courses for crafts and small industries for graduates
**Faculty of education centers**

**Hurghada**

Faculty of education at Hurghada

1-Internet Center:

- **Tel. / Fax**: 065/3500055:065/3500056
- **Website**: www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units
- **Center manager**: Dr. / Mohamed Jad Hussein
- **Mobile**: 0105026540

**Objectives:**

- Organizing computer science courses for students and graduates.
- Writing and copying texts (Arabic-English).
- Maintaining laboratory instruments.
**Major achievements:-

-Designing the student index at faculty.

-Designing the estimate certificates for students.

-Making statistics and diagrams.

----------------------------------------------------------
**2-Education and Language Research Center:**

Established 28/5/2007  
Tel. / Fax 065/ 3500055:065/3500056  
Website www.svu.edu.eg/community/special units  
Center manager Dr. / Ashraf Mahmoud Ahmed  
Mobile 0126350224

**Objectives:-**

- Preparing, supervising and evaluating the language programs which the center prepared for undergraduates, graduates students inside and outside university.

- Preparing the special programs to raise languages level taught at center between the assistant lecturers and demonstrators on the level of university colleges.

- Teaching TOEFL courses and holding TOEFL local test for graduate students inside and outside university.

- Holding cultural seminars and scientific conferences about language and its culture.

- Cultural exchanging between the center and language centers and research cultural institutions and also universities.

**Major achievements:-**

- Organizing English courses in various fields (Tourism-Petrol-Marketing-Nursing).